INTRODUCTION
Two major factors interfere with large-scale evolutionary studies of related genes and proteins, particularly of those controlling developmental processes. First, all public genetic sequence databases (GSDBs), both nucleotide (nt) and amino acid (aa), contain a great amount of informational noise, i.e., multiple syntactical and semantic errors, as well as overredundancy of primary documents. Our earlier investigation of homeobox-/homeodomain (HOX-/HOM-)-containing nt/aa sequences submitted to the databases has revealed that 60% of GSDB primary documents (entries) cannot be directly used in evolutionary studies until the relevant information is refined from multiple syntactical errors and semantic deficiency/indeterminacy (1) .
The second issue is a lack of a widely accepted system of categories that could be valid in defining groups of evolutionary related genes/proteins. For instance, terms such as gene/protein "class," "family," and "subfamily" are widely used in special literature, although strict definitions of the notions have not been presented, possibly by virtue of their "self-evidence" (2) (3) (4) . Likewise, no one has discussed how many additional categories and which particular ones are needed to provide valid descriptions of complex structural and functional interrelations among many hundreds or even thousands of homologous genes/proteins.
Other important issues have also been raised recently in a letter published in Trends in Genetics by a group of developmental and evolutionary biologists concerned with conceptual difficulties that complicate correct interpretations of data obtained in comparative genomics of developmental mechanisms. The authors emphasized that "we must be clear at exactly what level we are inferring homology: genes, their expression patterns, their developmental roles, or the structures to which they give rise" (5) .
Here we attempt to resolve some of these conceptual complications. Our innovations are based on a detailed study of a large group of developmentally important transcription factors-the HOM-containing proteins. A system of notions and terms describing complex structural correlations between homologous proteins is proposed, and special statistical and computational procedures are used to ground an evolutionary classification of HOMs.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The nt and aa sequences of HOX/HOM-containing genes and proteins, as well as other relevant information, were obtained from original publications and from GSDBs-PIR, EMBL, SwissProt, and the NCBI's integrating database available under the Entrez online browser at the following Web sites: (http://wwwnbrf.georgetown.edu/pir/), (http://www.ebi.ac.uk// queries/queries.html), (http://expasy.hcuge.ch/sprot/ sprot-top.html), and (http://www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ Entrez/).
To avoid the aforementioned informational noise, a program package was developed to refine and analyze primary nt/aa data (6) . Overall, several thousands of primary documents submitted to GSDBs and/or obtained from original publications were studied. This allowed us to select approximately 500 HOM aa sequences.
In this report we restricted our discussion only to the HOM region, with its short flanking segments (in total, 69 aa; see Fig. 1 ), which resides, as a rule, in the carboxyl-terminal half of HOM-containing proteins. Since we showed earlier that the canonical HOM sequence consists of 57 aa (6), contrary to the commonly used 61-60 aa (2,3), Fig. 1 presents the three HOM scales in comparison. In addition, we modified an index "V" introduced previously in our studies to measure the variability of aa occurrences at each aa position within the protein domain (6) . The modified index emphasizes the conservativeness of an aa position rather than its variability. Thus, if we had earlier V = (1-C), now we use the C index as follows:
Here C i is the value of conservativeness for the ith aa position within a protein domain; Pj is the observed probability for the jth ammo acid to occupy the ith position within a domain in a given sample of aa sequences; and p is the theoretical probability expected for any of the 20 common aa to occur at a particular position, in their random distribution within a protein domain. This C index ranges in value from 0.0, i.e., lack of conservativeness at a position, to 1.0, i.e., maximal conservativeness. As shown under Results and Discussion, we can increase the sensitivity of C by gathering aa into nine groups, based on their similarities. To distinguish the two indexes, we designated them sC, for the case of ungrouped aa (k = 20) and gC, for the case of grouped aa (k = 9).
It should be noted that a value of p used as the theoretical probability for any aa to occur at a particular position within a domain is derived from 1/k; it will be 0.05 when k = 20 or 0.11 when k = 9. In actuality, this is an approximation because in different proteins the common aa occur at significantly different frequencies. We can accept the approximation merely for the purpose of a preliminary evaluation of the most conservative and the most variable aa positions within a protein domain. However, a better approximation could be used when one has the intention to use the C index in testing the statistical significance of data observed. We present and discuss this technique in Ref. 7 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Key Concepts of Evolutionary Systematics of Protein Domains
First, we introduce a system of categories designed to provide an accurate description of the complex evolutionary correlations among HOMs with respect to their primary structures. The system (Homeodomain Evolutionary Systematics) uses three basic categories, Division, Family, and Variety-and several optional ones-Type, Branch, Class, Section, Series, Sort, and Variant.
Classification of HOMs into the categories is based on the concept of domain pattern (DP), especially group-specific DP, e.g., Division-or Family-specific ones. The purpose of these is to serve as identifiers of particular groups of homologous protein domains. To define the above concept clearly, we need to clarify some of the key terms: chemotype, stereotype, and local functional motif.
A chemotype is any relatively short continuous aa sequence (di-, tri-, tetrapeptides, etc.). For instance, the aa string "SELA" (Ser-Glu-Leu-Ala) that is present in several HOMs ( Fig. 1 ; aa positions 31-34) is a chemotype; likewise, the aa string "WFQNRR" (TrpPhe-Gln-Arg-Arg; aa positions 47-52) is also a chemotype.
A stereotype is a 3D-configuration of a chemotype that is determined both by bonds between chemical radicals within a particular aa (i.e., inner binding) and by bonds between radicals belonging to different aa (i.e., outer contacts). For instance, each of the two mentioned chemotypes is involved in a-helix II or III, respectively, i.e., in specific stereotypes (see Fig. 1 ). Among the mentioned outer contacts, we should distinguish two major types: (i) intrachain, i.e., within a single polypeptide chain, which can be local (i.e., within a single structural element of a chain, e.g., within an a-helix, a (3-sheet, etc.) or distant, i.e., between different structural elements within a single chain; and (ii) interchain, i.e., between different polypeptides in a multimeric protein. It is important to note that, generally, one and the same chemotype occurring in different regions of a protein may have different outer contacts and therefore different stereotypes. On the other hand, nonidentical but similarisofunctional-chemotypes (defined later) occurring in the same region of a protein may still have the same stereotype. For instance, let us consider aa positions 37-40 in Fig. 1 . The "LxLx" motif can be found at these positions within all of the type I HOMs. Given this, a few aa similar in their physical and chemical properties--an most S (serine), T (threonine), N (asparagine), and G (glycine)-can occupy the positions designated by "x." Hence, we may suggest that all chemotypes like "LsLs," "LsLt," "LtLg," etc., probably represent a single stereotype. The basis of this suggestion lies in the fact that aa positions 37-40 form the turn between helix II and helices III/IV, which is essential for the 3D configuration of this entire region of the HOM. Thus, the location of a chemotype along a protein chain is another factor determining the stereotype of a particular chemotype, in addition to its primary structure. Thus, while the term "position" is relevant only to a single aa, the term "location" is relevant to a chemotype. (Note: generally speaking, the stereotype-chemotype situation in structural biochemistry of proteins seems somewhat analogous to the phenotype-genotype correlations in genetics.)
We also found it helpful to distinguish six degrees of aa position conservativeness: unique, quasi-unique, strong, moderate, weak, and variable. In this context, an aa position within a chemotype location is called unique when one and only one certain aa can occur at the given position, in a sample of homologous proteins. In this case, the C index described above has a value of 1.0. On the contrary, a position is called variable when any of the 20 common aa can occupy the given position. In this case, C has a value close to 0.0. For instance, as follows from It is important to emphasize that the degrees of conservativeness are not absolute. An aa position can be moderately or strongly conservative or even unique, depending on which particular HOM category we analyze. For instance, aa position 25 is moderately conservative throughout the entire HOM group because five aa can occur at this position. However, when we consider type I HOMs (see Fig. 1 ), four aa-all very similar-can be found at position 25. Moreover, when we consider type II HOMs, only one aa, P (proline), can occupy this position. Thus, position 25 is unique in the latter group, but at the same time, it is strongly conservative in the former one. We return to a discussion of the subject matter later, after an additional concept, "aa isofunctionality," is introduced.
We can now define a local functional motif (FM) as a chemotype in which some of its positions (at least a half) are quasi-unique or strongly conservative, while the others are moderately conservative or even variable. Like any chemotype, a FM is involved in a certain stereotype. However, the latter should not essentially depend on a FM's location along a protein. This suggestion seems likely because, in the evolution of homologous proteins, the conservativeness of a local FM is determined primarily by the conservativeness of its stereotype, if of course such a conservative chemotype is not merely an evolutionary remnant. We have already discussed an example of a local FM, in particular, "LxLx." The following chemotypes-"KK," "RR," "KR," and "RK"-being N and C terminals of HOMs (see Ref. 6 and Fig. 1 ; aa positions 1,2 and 56,57) also represent a local FM that is discussed in detail later.
Finally, we can define a protein DP, considering that the concept of "domain" as such has been already introduced by other authors (8) 
The aa Isofunctionality Concept
In general, this concept states that some aa play the same functional roles due to their similarity in structure and physical/chemical properties. This fact is thought to explain why isofunctional aa can mutually substitute each other without a loss of the protein function. Moreover, the fact underlies the genetic polymorphism of evolutionary related proteins. There are several indisputable cases of pairs of isofunctional aa such as D (aspartate) and E (glutamate), or K (lysine) and R (arginine), or even triplets such as V (valine), I (isoleucine), and L (leucine), etc. However, there is no agreement in the literature with respect to the exact number of isofunctional groups among all aa (9-15). Furthermore, there are discrepancies between isofunctional aa groupings based on comparisons of physical/chemical properties of aa and that based on their mutational substitutions. A thorough discussion of the subject matter is beyond the scope of this report and will be published elsewhere.
Here we present our approach to aa grouping based on both genetic data and physical/chemical properties. Three major levels of the aa isofunctionality-strict, moderate, and weak-are helpful in describing this kind of aa features. The suggestion follows from results of a statistical analysis of aa substitutions obtained from our updated HOM sample and gathered into a frequency matrix. The original version of the matrix was published earlier (6) .
Each if cell in this matrix, actually a 69X20 table, contains a number that is a value of the probability for each (ith) of the 69 aa positions studied within HOMs to be occupied by each (jth) of the 20 amino acids. Data collected in the matrix can be interpreted in two ways. We can calculate the C values for each aa position within the HOM and then identify unique, quasi-unique, conservative (strongly, moderately, or weakly), and variable positions. On the other hand, it is reasonable to consider, for example, only quasiunique and strongly conservative positions and account only for those aa that occur at these positions with the highest probabilities. We can conclude that such aa are strictly isofunctional genetically. It turns out as a rule that such aa are also very similar in their physical/ chemical properties. Likewise, if we now consider moderately conservative positions and account only for aa occurring at the positions with the highest probabilities, then such aa can be described as moderately isofunctional genetically. As a rule, such aa are relatively similar in their physical/chemical properties as well.
Based on the matrix and the approach described above, we generalized all data in the form of the diagram presented in Fig. 2 . First, considering only chemical properties of aa, we divided all the 20 entities into three groups-hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and neutral ones-in concordance with standard classification. Then, considering only physical properties of aa, in particular, their molecular masses, all of them were divided into three other groups: small/light (55-105 Da), medium (105-135 Da), and large/heavy (135-185 Da). Finally, in each of the groups, we established subgroups with strictly and/or moderately isofunctional aa. As follows from the diagram in Fig. 2 , we now have nine subgroups of aa isofunctionality. They are designated by Roman numerals. In routine computer analyses, however, it is more convenient to use traditional Arabic numerals to designate those groups. Such a numerical conversion of aa sequences usually presented in the one-letter code is important because it allows us to reduce the evolutionary noise considerably, i.e., to disregard accidental occurrences of weakly or even nonisofunctional aa at strongly or moderately conservative positions. Due to this, the gC i , index computed using probabilities of aa isofunctional groups is more sensitive in a search for conservative aa positions than the sC, index computed using probabilities of individual aa. Furthermore, the presentation of homologous aa sequences using such numerical conversion essentially simplifies a search for FMs and DPs. This is be demonstrated in the next section. . These MMs differ from the commonly published values for free amino acids each containing additional radicals H+ and OH-, i.e., the aa MMs given here are 18.02 Da less, which is the MM of one molecule of H2O lost in a single peptide bond. At the bottom are the symbols and the names of chemical properties of the amino acids, including their major functional radicals. In the bottom right corner, the aa isofunctionality scale, ranging from 0 to 10 in conditional units, is presented. This scale is used in comparisons of aligned homologous aa sequences. It recognizes five levels-"identical" stands for the same amino acids occupying the same positions in two aa sequences compared (rank 10); "none" stands for an amino acid in a sequence that matches with a gap (rank 0) or with a non-isofunctional entity (rank 1) in another sequence. For explanation of the other three levels, see the text.
Evolutionary Classification of HOMs
Based on the data and the approach described above, we can now present several group-specific DPs that allow us to identify and establish major categories of the Evolutionary Systematics of Homeodomains (EvoSysHOMs). It seems obvious that the first, and the largest, of the categories should separate all known HOMs from all other protein domains. We call this category a Division. To be assigned to this group, an aa sequence should meet a set of criteria ("Recognizing Rules"; RRs), that we call the HOM Division-specific pattern. It is presented in Table I .
According to the pattern, first, hydrophilic positively charged aa-either K (lysine) or R (arginine)-occur predominantly at amino and carboxyl borders of HOMs at positions 1 and 2, 51 and 52, 54, 56, and 57, with probabilities of P = 0.90-0.91, 0.90-0.99, 0.99, 1.0, and 0.93, respectively. Second, only hydrophobic (heterocyclic and aromatic) aa-W (tryptophan) and either F (phenylalanine) or Y (tyrosine)-can occupy positions 47 and 48, respectively. And, finally, only a hydrophilic aa, N (asparagine), can occupy position 50. This pattern allows one to distinguish any HOM from any unrelated protein domain with a probability greater than 0.90, except for noncanonical HOM varieties and uncommon polymorphic variants (including experimental errors; discussed later).
In actuality, it is not possible to gather all HOMs into a single group and, at the same time, completely a (=) "Strict aa isofunctionality" as shown in Fig. 2 . The most conservative aa positions (unique, quasi-unique, and strongly conservative) are underlined. The symbol "x" stands for any amino acid at the position.
EVOLUTIONARY CLASSIFICATION OF HOMEODOMA1NS
avoid indeterminacy with respect to whether (i) some true HOMs will be lost, whereas (ii) some definitely non-HOMs will be included in such a group. Our approach in establishing the HOM Division allows one to exclude the second possibility. However, the RR method cannot ensure that some true but noncanonical HOM aa sequences will not be lost. In fact, a few HOMs contain a 3-aa insertion in the Loop region and, at the same time, a 3-aa deletion in the N terminal (see Fig. 1 ; dro.Exd and hum.PBX2B; for review of this noncanonical HOM group, named TALE, see Ref. 16 ). There are also examples of larger insertions in other sites within the homeodomain as in the Prospero HOM in Drosophila or in the human and murine HNF1a,b HOMs. Such kind of atypical HOMs of course requires additional RRs to be included in the HOM division.
Using the same approach, we can now distinguish two major HOM types. The corresponding Type-specific patterns are presented in Table II . According to the data, the following two RRs are effective. First, within type I HOMs, only three methyl-carrying and strictly isofunctional aa-I (isoleucine), L (leucine), and V (valine), or occasionally M (methionine), chemically similar to the former three-can occur at position 25. Second, within type II HOMs, only neutral P (proline) can occupy that position. In analyzing over 500 canonical HOMs, we did not find exceptions to these two rules. Such a type specificity of position 25 is not surprising since this position belongs to the loop between a-helix I and a-helix II of the HOM, which is thought to be essential for a precise conformation of helix III in its binding to relevant gene targets. It is also important to emphasize that type I encompasses all HOMs earlier assigned either to the CaudalBithorax and Antennapedia groups or to the HLX-NKX-MSH and EMS-DLL groups. At the same time, type II encompasses all HOMs earlier assigned to the "double domain-containing" HOM group including LIM-, PAX-, and POU-containing homeoproteins.
Further, we introduce a new category-Branch--that allows us to divide all type I HOMs into branches I.A and I.B. The key distinction between these two groups is determined by aa occurring at position 29. In fact, each of the LA HOMs contains only basic positively charged aa-either R (arginine) or K (lysine)-at that position, whereas each of the LB HOMs contains there only acidic negatively charged aa-either D (aspartate) or E (glutamate). These rules indeed establish Branch-specific patterns that are valid only for the type I HOMs. Considering the well-known expression patterns of the proteins, it is important to emphasize this strong correlation established between such a structurally based HOM grouping and those expression patterns. In fact, branch LA encompasses mainly homeotic selector genes and a few pair-rule/ segment polarity genes as well, all of which are transmitters of very early positional information and, thus, are involved directly in the general body plan formation, specifying the anteroposterior axis of the developing embryo. On the other hand, branch I.B encompasses mainly those HOMs that function later and control particular epithelial-mesenchymal interactions, cellular differentiation, and organogenesis.
Unlike type I HOMs, the essential distinctions among particular categories within type II HOMs are determined by aa occurring at positions 24 and 49. Namely, while only Q (glutamine) occurs at position 49 within any of the type I HOMs, at least seven aa from different aa isofunctional groups can occur at that position within type II HOMs. Moreover, these seven allow us to recognize distinctive HOM categories in the latter type: branches and a new category called Class. For instance, all the type II HOMs containing Q (glutamine) at position 49 can be grouped into branch ILA. Within this branch we establish two classes, II.A1 ("Phox-Aristaless"; PHA) and II.A2 ("LIM"), which can be distinguished from each other by aa at position 24 (see Table II ). On the other hand, all other type II HOMs, which contain, at position 49, any of the following six aa-R (arginine), H (histidine), K (lysine), S (serine), C (cysteine), or G (glycine)-can be grouped into branch II.B. Within this category, K (Lys) at the position identifies Class II.B1, "Ortoid-Ortodenticle"; S (Ser) identifies Class II.B2, "PAX"; C (Cys) identifies Class II.B3, "POU"; and G (Gly) identifies Class II.B4, "PEX" (PBX/Extradenticle). Interestingly, the majority of the type II HOMs is involved primarily in the development of neuroectodermal derivatives.
A more complicated task is to define distinctive HOM Families and to recognize their Family-specific patterns. We found a short aa segment encompassing positions 24-30 to be the most effective for this purpose. It is indeed highly conservative within any particular family, though varying from one family to another. Likewise, other short segments within the HOM, and even particular sites, turn out to be helpful in recognizing HOM category smaller ranks such as distinctive Varieties and Sorts. Formal definitions and a complete discussion of all proposed evolutionary categories, as well as of some other related subjects, will be published elsewhere.
One may ask, Why do we need so many HOM categories? and, What is the difference between groups such as Type, Branch, Class, Family, etc.? The answer is simple: we encounter too great a diversity among HOMs belonging to a wide range of animal proteomes. Given this, some HOMs are more similar and some are less similar to each other. It seems natural that larger categories, such as Type, Branch, and Class, should show a higher level of HOM diversity, while smaller categories, Family, Variety, and Sort, encompass much more similar HOMs. Thus, criteria determining the categories are based on degrees of HOM diversity, and strictly speaking, the degrees can be formally defined and estimated quantitatively. On the other hand, to assign particular HOMs to particular categories, we need to find category-specific patterns. Contrary to the criteria of HOM diversity, such patterns should recognize, first of all, similarities among individual HOMs. Thus, two sets of criteria outfitting a satisfactory evaluation both of HOM diversity and of HOM similarity are mutually correlated but not identical.
Further, it is reasonable to mention how the proposed EvoSysHOMs can be an effective tool in distinguishing genetic polymorphism of HOMs from a variety of experimental errors that are sufficiently common that they cannot be disregarded. For example, among the Cenorhahditis elegance HOMs submitted to GenBank there are two aa sequences that can be certainly assigned to the Engrailed-like family: Ceh12 (gnb:X17076) and Cehl3G5 (gnb:L14730). Comparing the carboxyl terminals of these two HOMs with those of the other members of the family at aa positions 47-57, we can see that the relevant segments are as follows.
In Ceh13G5; In Cell 12; In all others; "WFQDRFYNFNF" "WFQNRRMKNKR" "WFQNKRAKxKK"
(or "78445883838") (or "78435595355") (or "78435525x55")
Now it seems obvious that the segment "DRFYNFNF" in Cehl3G5 (see Fig. 1 ) is a cloning/ sequencing artifact because position 50 is unique and it can be occupied only by N (Asn), according to the HOM Division-specific pattern earlier discussed. The remaining aa segment in Ceh13G5 also does not fit the Engrailed-like family-specific pattern well whereas the relevant segment in Ceh12 fits this pattern completely.
One more example relates to the Caudal-like family. According to results of our global alignments of the entire HOM family (7), there are four Cad/Cdx Varieties in Mammals; Cdxl, -2, -3, and -4. All these, as well as several other orthologous and paralogous Caudal-like HOMs from different vertebrates, have chemotypes "MYV" (Met-Tyr-Val), "MYG" (MetTyr-Gly), or "MY-" (Met-Tyr-gap), at their amino terminals. Among the mentioned HOMs, the murine Cdxl is represented by four separate entries, in GSDBs: pir:A49303, swp:P18111, gnb:M37163, and gnb:M80463 (without counting additional six quasicopies of the documents, created by the NCBI Database). Interestingly, all these entries refer to the same two publications (17, 18) . However, only A49303 and P18111 present the correct Cdxl aa sequence beginning with "MYV" published in Ref. 18 . The other two entries (gnb:M37163/M80463) present a much shorter aa sequence beginning with "MAR" (Met-Ala-Arg). As our analysis showed, the two gnb:entries contain complex semantic errors in the nucleotide sequences submitted: (i) in M37163 and Ref. 17 , a dinucleotide "cc" is missing at positions 214-215; (ii) this dinucleotide is present in Ref. 18 but it is missing in M80463, although the entry refers to Ref. 18; (iii) moreover, an incorrect translation start is indicated in the above entry, contrary to Ref. 18 . Thus, the "MAR" aminoterminal Cdxl is not a distinctive genetic HOM variety or even an alternatively splicing variant, but a result of experimental errors in Ref. 17 and semantic errors committed in the computer processing of gnb:M80463. Meanwhile, the discovery of the errors became possible due to the evolutionary analysis of HOMs described here. Two examples discussed above are not unique, nor are they even the most extreme among GSDB entries.
Finally, we suggest that major applications of the Evolutionary HOM Classification are related to the prediction of yet uncovered orthologous HOM Varieties and Sorts, as well as to a deeper understanding of evolutionary and developmental mechanisms of HOM protein diversity.
